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In this Letter we report experimental demonstration of nonlinear frequency conversion at several optical frequencies
in a whispering-gallery mode resonator (WGMR). Because of the enhancement of nonlinear interactions inside a
WGMR, interaction of a 1064 nm pump field with a LiNbO3 disk produced a weak but measurable non-phasematched 532 nm second-harmonic field at room temperature (>100 °C below the phase-matching temperature)
for pump powers of a few tens of milliwatts. For higher pump powers, we observed the generation of four additional
fields at 545, 559, 573, and 587 nm. The relative spectral shift between two consecutive fields corresponds to a
455 cm−1 vibrational mode in LiNbO3 crystal. Our preliminary analysis indicates that these fields are the result
of a multiphonon hyper-Raman scattering in which two photons of the pump field are converted into one photon
of a higher-frequency field and one or several optical phonons. © 2011 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 190.2620, 190.5650.

Many applications, from a green laser pointer to an entangled photon source, take advantage of various frequency conversion processes in nonlinear crystals.
Typically, the weakness of nonlinear effects has to be
compensated by use of a high-power pump laser field,
high-quality optical cavities, or a combination of both.
Whispering-gallery mode resonators (WGMRs), by supporting stable cavity modes of light traveling along the
circumference of a disk or sphere through total internal
reflection [1,2], are a promising alternative to regular optical cavities formed by high-quality mirrors. WGMRs
provide a unique combination of very high quality factors
(107 ∼ 1012 ) and low mode volumes, which are unattainable with conventional optical cavities [3,4]. As a result,
WGMR applications span a wide range of fields, including
communications, biophysics, and quantum optics [2,5,6].
Enhancement of nonlinear conversion in WGMRs and
their potential quantum optics applications have been a
focus of several recent experiments. Dramatic improvement in the efficiency of nonlinear frequency conversion
processes, including Raman scattering [7,8], parametric
oscillations [9,10], and second- [11,12] and thirdharmonic [13] generation using WGMRs has been
recently demonstrated. In this Letter, we report observation of nonlinear conversion of a strong pump field (λp ¼
1064 nm) into several optical fields of higher frequencies.
One field, at 532 nm, is the result of non-phase-matched
second-harmonic generation (SHG). Each of the other
four fields is consecutively offset by approximately
14 nm from the SHG field or the closest higher-frequency
generated field. Our analysis suggests that the best
explanation for this phenomenon is second-order (multiphonon) hyper-Raman scattering (HRS)—a nonlinear
process that, to the best of our knowledge, has not been
previously demonstrated in a WGMR.
A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 1. Efficient coupling of laser radiation into and
out of the WGMR is possible by focusing the horizontally
polarized output of a 1064 nm fiber laser on the internal
surface of an equilateral diamond prism (1:5 mm sides)
at the critical angle for total internal reflection between
the prism and the disk. The coupling efficiency was adjusted by changing the separation between the prism and
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the disk [2] using a precision micrometer. In these experiments we used two 1 mm thick WGMR disks: one
made of stoichiometric lithium niobate and the other of
magnesium oxide-doped lithium niobate (MgO:LiNbO3 ,
MgO ∼ 3:5%). The diameters of both disks were approximately 7 mm, corresponding to a free spectral range of
6 GHz. Each disk was z cut with the extraordinary axis
of the crystal perpendicular to the radius of the disk.
The sides of the disks were hand polished in our laboratory, following the procedure developed in [11], to a
rounded cross section with approximately 0:2 mm radius
of curvature at the disk’s equator. The pump laser
frequency had to be manually adjusted to a WGMR eigenmode to achieve maximum coupling. The lack of
continuous frequency tuning capability significantly
complicated the process of finding the optimal coupling
and made the measurements of Q factor at 1064 nm
wavelength nearly impossible. However, we estimate
that the Q factor exceeded 107 from data obtained using
a similar disk and a tunable 800 nm laser.
The radiation inside the disk exited through the same
coupling prism and was recollimated by the second lens.
All optical fields generated through nonlinear frequency
conversion inside the disk were polarized in the z direction (as indicated in Fig. 1), orthogonal to the x-polarized
pump laser. A polarizing beam splitter (PBS) placed after
the output collimating lens split these fields from the
transmitted pump laser and sent them to a broadband
spectrometer (Spec.) with a resolution 0:4 nm, not narrow enough to resolve individual WGMR modes. The

Fig. 1. (Color online) Schematic of the experimental apparatus (see text for abbreviations; arrows show polarizations).
© 2011 Optical Society of America
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Photon schematics for hyper-Raman
scattering and multiphonon hyper-Raman overtones.

Selection rules for Raman and hyper-Raman transitions are determined by the relation between the polarizability and the symmetries of the phonon modes in a
particular crystal lattice. The polarization response of
a material to an external electromagnetic field can be
generally expanded in the electric field to
1
1
P i ¼ αij E j þ βijk E j E k þ γ ijkl E j E k E l þ …;
2
6
Fig. 2. (Color online) Spectra of emission from WGMRs.
(a) SHG emission from stoichiometric LiNbO3 disk with
11 mW pump power; (b) emission from same disk at 650 mW
pump power and coupling efficiency 70%; (c) emission
from MgO:LiNbO3 disk at 825 mW pump power and coupling
efficiency 30%.

transmission of the pump, incident on a photodetector
(Det.), was used to control coupling efficiency.
To study nonlinear frequency conversion inside the
disk, we gradually increased the pump laser power until
we observed the generation of visible light. At room temperature, we observed SHG at 532 nm inside our whispering-gallery mode disk with a pump power of P ω ¼ 11 mW,
as shown in Fig. 2(a). This result was somewhat surprising, as the experimentally determined phase-matching
temperature for our stoichiometric lithium niobate was
T PM ¼ 140 °C (MgO:LiNbO3 T PM ¼ 99 °C). The efficiency
of the second-harmonic conversion was significantly reduced due to the phase mismatch—at a pump power of
P ω ¼ 300 mW the output second-harmonic power was
P 2ω ∼ 3 μW. With increased pump power, we unexpectedly observed Raman-type generation of several additional fields, yellowshifted with respect to the green
532 nm second-harmonic field. In the stoichiometric
lithium niobate disk [Fig. 2(b)], these four unexpected
fields appeared at roughly the same threshold power
P ω ≃ 430 mW, at approximately equidistant frequencies
545, 559, 573, and 587 nm. A similar spectrum was observed in Mg:LiNbO3 at somewhat higher pump power
due to less efficient coupling [Fig. 2(c)]. The frequency
position of the shifted modes, the scattering geometry inside the WGMR, and the relative intensity of the generated fields suggest that they are generated through a
hyper-Raman process accompanied by the excitation
of one or multiple phonons, as shown in Fig. 3.

ð1Þ

where α is the polarizability and β and γ are the first- and
second-hyperpolarizability tensors, respectively [14,15].
Notation for tensors αij and βijk use indices i, j, k for
the crystallographic axes x, y, z with the first index i corresponding to the polarization of the scattered radiation
and indices j, k corresponding to the polarization of the
incident photons. The scattering geometry for hyperRaman and Raman scattering is written as d1 ðijkÞd2
and d1 ðijÞd2 , where d1 and d2 are the directions of incident and scattered radiation, respectively. The scattering
geometries in our WGMR were xðzxxÞy and yðzxxÞy for
hyper-Raman and xðzzÞx and yðzzÞy for Raman.
Lithium niobate has a trigonal crystal structure [space
group C 63v ðR3cÞ], and thus the optical phonon modes can
be classified into three groups of modes: 4A1 þ 5A2 þ 9E
[the number indicates the number of modes in each group,
and each group can be further separated into transverse
(TO) and longitudinal (LO)] [16,17]. Each mode group couples to different polarization combinations of the incident
and scattered fields, and thus each has different polarizability and hyperpolarizability tensors [17,18].
The observed frequency difference between two
consecutive generated fields of ≈14 nm corresponds to
a Raman shift of ωR ¼ 455 cm−1 , associated with either
the E(LO)7 or an A2 phonon mode in LiNbO3 , as shown
in Fig. 4 [16,19,20]. However, the generation of the
yellowshifted fields via direct Raman scattering of the
second-harmonic field of the same polarization is prohibited by the selection rules since the αzz element of the Emode polarizability tensor is zero. Similarly, we can rule
out the A2 mode as both its αzz and βzxx elements are
zero. Rather, hyper-Raman scattering of the pump field is
possible, since βzxx is nonzero for the E modes.
Still, hyper-Raman scattering involving single phonons
cannot explain the observation of the lower-frequency
yellow fields. Such a process would involve the excitation of phonons with Raman shifts of 909, 1337, and
1686 cm−1 , and these high-frequency phonons are not
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Fig. 4. (Color online) (top) Raman scattering of 785 nm from a
lithium niobate crystal. (bottom) Emission from lithium niobate
WGMR with a 1064 nm pump, referenced to 532 nm. Lines are at
455, 909, 1337 and 1686 cm−1 .

supported by the lithium niobate crystal lattice. This was
verified by obtaining a traditional Raman scattering spectrum for our samples using a 785 nm DeltaNu Raman
spectrometer. Comparison of this Raman spectrum with
our WGMR emission is shown in Fig. 4. We can also rule
out cascaded Raman scattering as all the generated fields
are polarized in the same z direction and the polarizability tensor element for that process is zero as described
above. These extra fields are more consistent with multiphonon overtones 2ω0 − 2ωR , 2ω0 − 3ωR , 2ω0 − 4ωR
(Fig. 3) as they are beyond the first-order Raman spectrum and broaden with increasing wavenumber. Thus,
we think these results can be attributed to second-order
hyper-Raman scattering.
In conclusion, we observed four Raman-shifted modes
along with non-phase-matched SHG inside our lithium
niobate whispering-gallery mode disk resonators. The
generated second-harmonic field was neither powerful
enough nor of the proper scattering geometry to produce
observed Raman scattering at 455 cm−1 . Thus, we attribute Stokes fields produced at 545, 559, 573, and
587 nm to the hyper-Raman scattering and second-order
hyper-Raman scattering of the 1064 nm pump beam. This
is interesting to study for both cavity hyper-Raman scattering itself as well as its consequences for other nonlinear processes inside high-quality WGMRs.
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